RESIDENTIAL FACULTY PROFILES

A

Dhruv Aggarwal (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/dhruvaggarwal/), Assistant Professor of Finance (Courtesy), Assistant Professor of Law

Ronald J. Allen (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/RonaldAllen/), John Henry Wigmore Professor of Law

Joshua Alter (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/joshuaalter/), Associate Dean of International Programs, Lecturer

Karen Alter (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/KarenAlter/), Professor of Political Science and Law (Courtesy)

Adi Altschuler (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/adialtschuler/), Assistant Dean of Students and Dean of International Programs, Director LLM Program, Instructor

Bridget Arimond (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/BridgetArimond/), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, LLM Program for International Human Rights

Mehra Baradaran (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/mehrasabaradaran/), Visiting Professor of Law

Esther S. Barron (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/esterhbarron/), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center

Michael R. Barsa (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/michaelbarsa/), Professor of Practice, Co-Director of the Environmental Law Concentration

John H. Beckstrom (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johnbeckstrom/), Professor of Law Emeritus

Sheila Bedi (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/sheilabedi/), Clinical Professor of Law

Herbert N. Beller (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/herbertbeller/), Professor of Practice

Robert William Bennett (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/robertbennett/), Nathaniel L. Nathanson Professor of Law Emeritus

Maurine J. Berens (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/maurineberens/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Julie L. Biehl (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/juliebiehl/), Director of the Children and Family Justice Center, Clinical Professor of Law

Bernard Black (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/bernardblack/), Nicholas D. Chabraja Professor

Locke E. Bowman (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/lockebowman/), Clinical Professor of Law Emeritus

Janet Siegel Brown (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/janetsiegelbrown/), Lecturer, Director of Judicial Clerkships

Sarah M. Brown (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/sarahmbrown/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Michael Scott Burns (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/michaelscottburns/), Chief of Staff, Office of the Dean

Robert P. Burns (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/robertburns/), William W. Gurley Memorial Professor of Law Emeritus

Annalise Buth (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/annalisebuth/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

C

Steven G. Calabresi (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stevencalabresi/), Clayton J. and Henry R. Barber Professor of Law

David L. Cameron (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/davidcameron/), Professor of Practice Emeritus

Alyson Carrel (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/alysoncarrel/), Co-Director, Center on Negotiation, Mediation, and Restorative Justice, Clinical Professor of Law

Jeffrey Shealy Carter-Johnson (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jeffreycarter-johnson/), Senior Lecturer

Zachary Clopton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/zacharyclopton/), Associate Dean of Academic Programs, Professor of Law

Lynn P. Cohn (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/lynncohn/), Clinical Professor of Law, Co-Director, Center on Negotiation, Mediation, and Restorative Justice

Charlotte Crane (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/charlottecrane/), Professor of Law Emerita

D

David A. Dana (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/daviddana/), Kirkland & Ellis Professor of Law, Professor of Real Estate, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy), Director, Program on Sustainability and Food and Animal Law

Vanessa del Valle (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/vanessadelvalle/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Erin F. Delaney (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/erindelaney/), Professor of Law

Jason C. DeSanto (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jasondesanto/), Senior Lecturer

Shari Seidman Diamond (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/sharidiamond/), Howard J. Trienens Professor of Law, Professor of Psychology

Peter C. DiCola (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/peterdicola/), Professor of Law

Stephanie Holmes Didwania (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stephaniedidwania/), Associate Professor of Law
Grace Dodier (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/gracedodier/), Clinical Professor of Law

Steven A. Drizin (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stevendrizin/), William M. Trumbull Clinical Professor of Law, Co-Director, Center on Wrongful Convictions

E

John S. Elson (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johnelson/), Professor of Law Emeritus, Director Emeritus of the Civil Litigation Center

Thomas L. Eovaldi (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/thomaseovaldi/), Professor of Law Emeritus

F

Michelle S. Falkoff (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/michellesfalkoff/), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, Communication and Legal Reasoning Program

Alison R. Flaum (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/alisonflaum/), Clinical Professor of Law, Legal Director, Children & Family Justice Center

Clinton William Francis (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/clintonfrancis/), Professor of Law

Alexandra M. Franco (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/alexandrafranco/), Lecturer

Jocelyn D. Francoeur (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jocelynfrancoeur/), Assistant Dean of Students and Dean of 1Ls, Director, APEX Program, Instructor

Carolyn E. Frazier (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/carolynfrazier/), Clinical Professor of Law

Ezra Friedman (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/ezrafriedman/), Professor of Law

G

Daniel Gandert (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/danielgandert/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Ibrahim Gassama (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/ibrahimgassama/), Interim Director, Center for International Human Rights, Visiting Professor of Law

Thomas F. Geraghty (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/thomasgeraghty/), Class of 1967 James B. Haddad Professor of Law Emeritus

Ari Glogower (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/arielglogower/), Professor of Law

Stephen B. Goldberg (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stephengoldberg/), Professor of Law Emeritus

Paul A. Gowder (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/paulagowder/), Associate Dean of Research and Intellectual Life, Professor of Law

Maria Amparo Grau Ruiz (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/amparograu Ruiz/), Visiting Professor of Law

K

Kimberly A. Gray (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/kimberlygray/), Professor of Law (Courtesy)

Darren Green (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/darrengreen/), Professor of Entrepreneurship, Venture Capital and Practice

H

Danielle Hamilton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/daniellehamilton/), Interim Director, Appellate Advocacy Center, Visiting Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

John P. Heinz (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johnheinz/), Owen L. Coon Professor of Law Emeritus

Adam L. Hoeflich (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/adamhoeflich/), Professor of Practice

Rebekah Holman (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/rebekahholman/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Allan Horwich (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/allanhorwich/), Professor of Practice

Richard J. Hoskins (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/richardhoskins/), Senior Lecturer

Joyce A. Hughes (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/joycehughes/), Professor of Law Emerita

I

Elizabeth Inglehart (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/elizabethinglehart/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

J

Neha Jain (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/nehajain/), Faculty Fellow Northwestern Buffett Institute for Global Affairs, Professor of Law

Joshua Jack Jones (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/joshuajackjones/), Director, Bartlit Center, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

K

Emily Kadens (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/emilykadens/), Edna B. and Ednyfed H. Williams Memorial Professor of Law

Michael S. Kang (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/michaelseokhyunkang/), Class of 1940 Professor of Law

Martha D. Kanter (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/marthakanter/), Harry B. Reese Teaching Clinical Professor of Law

Heidi Kitrosser (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/heidikitrosser/), William J. Gurlay Professor of Law

Joshua Kleinfeld (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/joshuasethkleinfeld/), Professor of Law
Jonathan Koehler (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jonathankoehler/), Beatrice Kuhn Professor of Law
Andrew M. Koppelman (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/andrewkoppelman/), John Paul Stevens Professor of Law
Matthew Kugler (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/matthewkugler/), Professor of Law

Sarah B. Lawsky (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/sarahlawsky/), Vice Dean, Stanford Clinton Sr. and Zylpha Kilbridge Clinton Research Professor of Law
Alex Lee (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/alexlee/), Professor of Law, Director, Center on Law, Business, and Economics
Pierre Legrand (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/pierrelegrand/), Visiting Professor of Law
James T. Lindgren (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jameslindgren/), Professor of Law Emeritus
Daniel W. Linna Jr. (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/danielwlinna/), Senior Lecturer, Director of Law and Technology Initiatives
Katherine Litvak (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/katherinelitvak/), Professor of Law
Monica Llorente (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/monicallorente/), Senior Lecturer
Nancy C. Loeb (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/nancyloeb/), Clinical Professor of Law Emerita
Steven Lubet (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stevenlubet/), Edna B. and Ednyfed H. Williams Memorial Professor of Law Emeritus
James A. Lupo (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jameslupo/), Professor of Practice, Director, Center for Practice Engagement and Innovation

Shobha L. Mahadev (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/shobhamahadev/), Clinical Professor of Law
Bruce A. Markell (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/brucemarkell/), Professor of Bankruptcy Law and Practice, and Edward Avery Harriman Lecturer in Law
John O. McGinnis (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johnmcginnis/), George C. Dix Professor in Constitutional Law
James W. McMasters (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jamesmcmasters/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Ajay K. Mehrotra (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/ajaymehrotra/), William G. and Virginia K. Karnes Research Professor of Law
Laurie Mikva (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/lauriemikva/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Jamelia Morgan (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jameliamorgan/), Professor of Law, Director, Center for Racial and Disability Justice
Thomas Morsch (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/thomasmorsch/), Professor of Law Emeritus, Director Emeritus of the Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center
Wendy J. Muchman (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/wendymuchman/), Professor of Practice
Ellen S. Mulaney (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/ellenmulaney/), Senior Lecture

Janice Nadler (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/janicenadler/), Nathaniel L. Nathanson Professor of Law
Kathleen Dillon Narko (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/kathleenmarko/), Clinical Professor of Law
Jide Okechuku Nzelibe (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jidenzeli/), Howard and Elizabeth Chapman Professor of Law, Affiliated Faculty, Ford Motor Company Center for Global Citizenship
Uzoamaka Emeka Nzelibe (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/uzoamakanzeli/), Clinical Professor of Law

John M. O’Hare (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johnmohare/), Lecturer
Hari M. Osofsky (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/harimososky/), Dean and Myra and James Bradwell Professor of Law, Professor of Environmental Law and Culture (Courtesy)
Leslie A. Oster (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leslieooster/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law; Director, Master of Science in Law Program

Adam Robert Pah (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/adamrobertpah/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law (Courtesy)
Laura Pedraza-Fariña (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/laurapedrazafarina/), Associate Dean for Innovation and Partnerships, Professor of Law
Paul C. Pencak (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/paulpencak/), Visiting Professor of Practice
James E. Pfander (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jamespfander/), Owen L. Coon Professor of Law
George H. Pike (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/georgepike/), Senior Lecturer, Director, Pritzker Legal Research Center
Philip F. Postlewaite (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/philippostlewaite/), Harry R. Horrow Professor in International Law, Director, Tax Program
Stephen B. Presser (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stephenpresser/), Raoul Berger Professor of Law Emeritus, Professor of Business Law Emeritus, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

Laura H. Rankin (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/laurarankin/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Martin H. Redish (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/martinredish/), Louis and Harriet Ancel Professor of Law and Public Policy

Stephen F. Reed (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stephencodeed/), Clinical Professor of Law, Assistant Director, Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center, Co-Director, JD-MBA Program

Annelise Riles (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/anneliseriles/), Executive Director of the Roberta Buffett Institute for Global Studies, Associate Provost for Global Affairs, Professor of Law

Leonard L. Riskin (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leonardriskin/), Visiting Professor of Law

Joy A. Roberts (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/joyroberts/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Daniel B. Rodriguez (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/danielrodriguez/), Harold Washington Professor of Law

Judith A. Rosenbaum (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/judithrosenbaum/), Clinical Professor of Law

Meredith Martin Rountree (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/meredithmartinrountree/), Senior Lecturer

Kyle Rozema (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/kylerozema/), Professor of Law

Leonard S. Rubinowitz (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leonardrubinowitz/), Professor of Law

Helene S. Shapo (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/heleneshapo/), Professor of Law Emerita

Marshall S. Shapo (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/marshallshapo/), Frederic P. Vose Professor of Law Emeritus

Nicola Sharpe (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/nicolasharpe/), Visiting Professor of Law

Lea Krievinskas Shepard (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leakrievinskashepard/), Visiting Professor of Law

Nadav Shoked (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/nadavshoked/), Professor of Law

Brian Silbernamelg (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/briansilbernamelg/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Carole Silver (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/carolesilver/), Professor of Global Law and Practice Emerita

Juliet Sorensen (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/julietsorensen/), Clinical Professor of Law, Clinical Professor of Strategy, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

James B. Speta (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jamesspeta/), Elizabeth Froehling Horner Professor of Law

Susan Spies Roth (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/susanspiesroth/), Associate Dean and Dean of Students, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Matthew L. Spitzer (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/matthewspitzer/), Howard and Elizabeth Chapman Professor Emeritus

Daniel F. Spulber (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/danielspulber/), Professor of Law (Courtesy), Elinor Hobbs Distinguished Professor of International Business, Professor of Management Strategy

Maureen Stratton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/maureenstratton/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law Emerita

Greg Swygert (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/gregswygert/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Erin Talati Paquette (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/erintalati/), Assistant Professor of Law (Courtesy)

J. Samuel Tenenbaum (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jamultenenbaum/), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, Complex Civil Litigation and Investor Protection Center

John Thornton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johntorntn/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Emerson H. Tiller (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/emersonhiller/), J. Landis Martin Professor of Law & Business, Director of West Coast Initiatives, Affiliated Faculty, Ford Motor Company Center for Global Citizenship, Professor of Business Law, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

Helen Tilley (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/helentilley/), Associate Professor of Law (Courtesy)

Sarath Sanga (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/sarathssanga/), Professor of Law, Associate Professor in the Strategy Department, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

Stephen P. Sawyer (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stephensawyer/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law Emeritus

Max M. Schanzenbach (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/maxschanzenbach/), Seigle Family Professor of Law

David J. Scheffer (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/davidscheffer/), Clinical Professor Emeritus, Director Emeritus of the Center for International Human Rights

David L. Schwartz (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/davidluschwartz/), Frederic P. Vose Professor of Law

Regina M. Schwartz (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/reginاسمشوارتز/), Professor of English, Professor of Law (Courtesy)

Seema K. Shah (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/seemakshah/), Associate Professor of Law (Courtesy)

Sara Thorburn (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/saratoburn/), Associate Professor of Law

Juliet Sorensen (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/julietsorensen/), Clinical Professor of Law, Clinical Professor of Strategy, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

Stephen Reed (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/stephencodeed/), Clinical Professor of Law, Assistant Director, Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center, Co-Director, JD-MBA Program

Annelise Riles (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/anneliseriles/), Executive Director of the Roberta Buffett Institute for Global Studies, Associate Provost for Global Affairs, Professor of Law

Leonard L. Riskin (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leonardriskin/), Visiting Professor of Law

Joy A. Roberts (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/joyroberts/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Daniel B. Rodriguez (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/danielrodriguez/), Harold Washington Professor of Law

Judith A. Rosenbaum (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/judithrosenbaum/), Clinical Professor of Law

Meredith Martin Rountree (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/meredithmartinrountree/), Senior Lecturer

Kyle Rozema (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/kylerozema/), Professor of Law

Leonard S. Rubinowitz (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leonardrubinowitz/), Professor of Law

Helene S. Shapo (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/heleneshapo/), Professor of Law Emerita

Marshall S. Shapo (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/marshallshapo/), Frederic P. Vose Professor of Law Emeritus

Nicola Sharpe (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/nicolasharpe/), Visiting Professor of Law

Lea Krievinskas Shepard (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/leakrievinskashepard/), Visiting Professor of Law

Nadav Shoked (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/nadavshoked/), Professor of Law

Brian Silbernamelg (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/briansilbernamelg/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Carole Silver (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/carolesilver/), Professor of Global Law and Practice Emerita

Juliet Sorensen (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/julietsorensen/), Clinical Professor of Law, Clinical Professor of Strategy, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

James B. Speta (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jamesspeta/), Elizabeth Froehling Horner Professor of Law

Susan Spies Roth (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/susanspiesroth/), Associate Dean and Dean of Students, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Matthew L. Spitzer (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/matthewspitzer/), Howard and Elizabeth Chapman Professor Emeritus

Daniel F. Spulber (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/danielspulber/), Professor of Law (Courtesy), Elinor Hobbs Distinguished Professor of International Business, Professor of Management Strategy

Maureen Stratton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/maureenstratton/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law Emerita

Greg Swygert (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/gregswygert/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Erin Talati Paquette (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/erintalati/), Assistant Professor of Law (Courtesy)

J. Samuel Tenenbaum (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jamultenenbaum/), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, Complex Civil Litigation and Investor Protection Center

John Thornton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/johntorntn/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Emerson H. Tiller (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/emersonhiller/), J. Landis Martin Professor of Law & Business, Director of West Coast Initiatives, Affiliated Faculty, Ford Motor Company Center for Global Citizenship, Professor of Business Law, Kellogg School of Management (Courtesy)

Helen Tilley (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/helentilley/), Associate Professor of Law (Courtesy)
Genevieve A. Tokic (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/genevietokic/), Associate Director, Tax Program, Senior Lecturer

Deborah Tuerkheimer (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/deborahtuerkheimer/), Class of 1967 James B. Haddad Professor of Law

Alexa Van Brunt (http://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/AlexaVanBrunt/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Kyle Velte (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/kylecourtneyvelte/), Visiting Professor of Law

Robin Walker Sterling (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/robinwalkersterling/), Associate Dean for Clinical Education, Director of the Bluhm Legal Clinic, Mayer Brown/Robert A. Helman Professor of Law

Jessie Wang-Grimm (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/jessiegrimm-wang/), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Robert A. Weinstock (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/robertweinstock/), Clinical Associate Professor of Law, Director, Environmental Advocacy Center

Doreen Weisenhaus (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/doreenweisenhaus/), Senior Lecturer

Cynthia A. Wilson (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/cynthiawilson/), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, Center for Externships, Director, Public Interest Center

Barry Wimpfheimer (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/barrywimpfheimer/), Associate Professor of Law (Courtesy)

Robert R. Wootton (https://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/robertwootton/), Professor of Practice Emeritus

Kimberly A. Yuracko (http://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/KimberlyYuracko/), Judd and Mary Morris Leighton Professor of Law

Clifford Zimmerman (http://www.law.northwestern.edu/faculty/profiles/CliffordZimmerman/), Professor of Practice